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<> Modeling Concepts and Decision Support in Environmental Systems 

APPLICATION OF POLLUTION DISPERSION MODELS 
IN AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT 

Piotr HOLNICKI 
Systems Research Institute. Polish Academy of Sciences. Warsaw 

<holnicki@ibspan. waw.p> 

Ahstract: The paper addresses possible applications of air pollution forecast
ing models for supporting decisions concerning optima! sfrategy of emission 
abatemen/ or the real-time emission control. The approach is based on inte
grafion of dynamie forecasting model of air pollution dispersion with the re
spective optimization procedures. The.first problem concentrates on selection 
of emission reduction tec/1110/ogies in a given set of power plants. Mathemati
cally, this is a static, integer optimization łask. The second problem is formu
lated as on-line minimization of an environmental cost function. by the re
spective modification of emission level in the controlled sources, according to 
the changing meteorological conditions. The objective fimction depends on 

the current level of SO,: concentration and the sensitivity of the a rea to !his 

type of air pollution. In both tash, dispersion of the atmospheric pollution is 

governed b_i• a multi-layer, dynamie model of SOx transport, which is the 

main forecasting foot used in the optimization algorithm. The test computa
tions have been performedfor a set of the major power plants in a se!ected 
industrial region of Poland. 

Keywords: air pollution transport. emission ahatement strategy. emission 
control. 

1. Air pollution transport model 

The direct application of environmental models is forecasting of dispersion of 
pollutants. Air quality studies are also aimed at optimization, but numerous applica
tions of optimization methods mainly occur in the design of monitoring networks. 
On the other hand, many important decisions in air pollution and environmental 
problems, which could be supported by the respective models, are directly made by 
decision makers. However, some optimization methods and environmental models 
give the possibility of implementation of air pollution control strategies. 

For example, air pollution forecasting model was applied to evaluate the pos
sible environmental consequences of the variant strategies of energy sector expan
sion in Poland (Holnicki, 2001 ). The problem of the regional-scale strategy for 
emission abatement in a set of the major power plants was discussed in (Holnicki, 
2004; 2005). The solution of the last task is searched by the optima I selection of the 
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desulphurization technologies for emission sources considered. From the viewpoint 
of the mathematical formulation, the above tasks are stated as static optimization 
problems. 

Dynamie air pollution forecasting models can be used as a base for construct
ing the real-time emission control systems. In such a case, the optima! control prob
lem is fomrnlated as on-line minimization of an environrnental cost function, by the 
respective modification of emission level in a set of the controlled sources, accord
ing to the changing meteorological conditions. The algorithms that solve such prob
lems usually need certain procedure to evaluate the contribution of the controlled 
emission sources in the finał environmental damage. This problem was discussed 
in (Holnicki, 2004). 

lt is assumed that the pollution transport process can be considered as distrib
uted parameter system, govemed by the transport equation. lmplernentation dis
cussed in the sequel is sulfur-oriented, but the approach can be applied in a more 
generał class of the forecasting models. The governing model generates short-tenn 
forecasts of air pollution related to a specified, cornplex emission field. 

Computation of the transport of sulfur pollution is carried out by Lagrangian 
type, three-layer trajectory model (Holnicki, 1995). The mass balance for the pollut
ants is calculated for air parcels following the wind trajectories. The model takes 

into account two basie polluting components: primary - S02 and secondary - S04. 
Transport equations include chemical transformations S02 • S04, dry deposition 

and the scavenging by precipitation. 

The main output constitutes the concentrations of S02 , averaged over the 

discretization element and the vertical layer height. The governing equation, consid
ered in one vertical layer, has the following, generał form 

oc 
-+ u"vc-Kh L'l c+ yc = Q+ 4 
or 

along with the boundary conditions 

OC + { - - l Kh-==0 on S = oQx(O,T)\u·n<O 
on 

and the initial condition 

c(O) = c0 m Q. 

(I) 

( I a) 

( I b) 
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Here n is the dom a in considered, T - time interval, c - pollution concentra

tion, u - wind velocity vector, n - norma! outward vector, K1i - horizontal diffu

sion coefficient, r - scavenging factor. The emission field on the right side of (I) is 

composed of the background (uncontrolled) emission field Q(x, y, t) and the emis

sion field of the controlled sources- ą;(x,y,t), which is defined as follows 

where 

N 

q(x,y,t)= LX;(x,y) · ą;(t), 
i=I (2) 

ą;(t) - emission intensity of the i-th layer, 

X;(x, y)- characteristic function of the i-th source ( definition of the source 

location). 

Numerical algorithm is based on the discrete- time, finite element spatial ap
proximation, combined with the method of characteristics (Holnicki et al, 1993; 
Holnicki, 1995). The uniform space discretization step, h = ,1x = Lly is applied in 

the computational algorithm. The mass balance for the pollutants is calculated for air 
parcels following the wind trajectories. Points along the trajectory are determined at 
discrete time points, based on the predefined interval - r . The numerical algorithm 
developed for solving (I) - (2) is presented by Holnicki ( 1995). 

2. Optima I strategy of emission abatement 

This section presents an example of application of the forecasting model, as a 
decision support tool for environmental quality protection. Our goal is to find a 
method for allocation of emission reduction technologies in a set of emission 
sources. The method is based on minimizing the environmental cost function subject 
the constraint of the total cost of implementation of these technologies. 

2.1. Statement of the problem 

Assume that there are N controlled SO2 emission sources in a region n, and 

M technologies for emission reduction. Each technology is characterized by the 
effectiveness and the unit cost (both for investment and operational costs). Our goal 
is to allocate emission reduction technologies to all the sources in such a way, that 
the value of certain environmental damage index (the objective function) will be 
minimized subject to constraints on investment and operational costs, in a given 
period T. 

To state the optimization problem, the necessary notation must be introduced. 
We shall denote 11=[1q,112, ... ,uN] - emission vector of controlled sources. 
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e = [e1 ,e2, .. . ,eM] - effectiveness vector of desulphurization technologies applied, 

F = {fij} - matrix of abatement cost per unit emission, X= {xij} - "0-1" matrix of 

technology assignment. 

Definition of the environmental criterion, which is to be minimized, depends 
on the objectives of the control strategy which is considered. We define here 
a global environmental cost function of the following form: 

I f 2 J(c)= 2 w(x,y)max (0,c(x,y)-cad)dQ 

n 
(3) 

where: w(x,y) - area sensitivity (weight) function, Cad - admissible concentration 

level. 

The concentration forecast, considered as the solution to (I), is calculated as 

N 
c(x,y) = c0 (x,y)+ LA;(x,y)·u;, (x,y) E Q 

i=l 

(4) 

where c0 (x,y) - background concentration (impact of uncontrolled sources), 

A,-(x, y) - transfer matrix (relation emission • concentration) of the i-th source. 

The unit transfer matrices A; (x, y ), (i= I, ... , N) for the controlled sources 

are preprocessed off-line by the respective forecasting model (Holnicki et al, 2001). 
In a similar way, the background pollution field, c

0
(x,y) is computed for uncon-

trolled, background emissions, including the intlow from the neighboring regions. 
The current em ission intensity of the i-th source depends on the initial em ission 

value - uf and efficiency of the abatement technology applied, according to the 

formula 

M 

u,-<x,y) = ur I(l-e1)-xij, 
J=l 

M 

LXiJ=I, X;jE{O,I}, l~i~N, 
}=I 

(5) 

where u; , uf denote the current and the initial emission intensity of the i-th source, 

respectively. 

Cost of emission abatement in each source consists of two components: in
vestment cost and operational cost. Here a simplified approach is utilized, where the 
investment cost of the j-th abatement technology installed in the i-th emission source 
is calculated as annual cost, averaged over the entire amortization period. 

Thus, the total emission abatement cost per year, considered as a sum of 
desulphurization costs in the respective plants, is calculated in the following form: 
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N N M N M 

Cr= I;c; = I;uf I;f;;x;.i = I;uf I;U;j + f;7)x;J, (6) 
i=I i=I .i=l i=l j=l 

where the coefficients: /;];, fi], fi.i denote here the averaged annual, investment, 

operational and total cost, respectively, of the j-th technology applied to the i-th 
emission source. 

Basing on the above notation, we can formulate optimization problem, aimed 
at selection of emission abatement technologies. Depending on the criterion function 
and the constraints - the following two complementary problems can be considered 

Forma] statement of the optimization task is presented by Holnicki and 
Kaluszko (2004). Mathematically, the problem can be classified as integer pro
gramming optimization. 

Discrete problem (DP) of optima) selection of emission abatement technologies 

Determine the set of emission reduction technologies 

M M 
Xad = {x;J E {0,1}: u;= uf I;(l-ej)x;J, L xij = 1, I:::: i:::: N, I:::: j:,; M}, (7) 

j=l j=l 

in sucha way !hat the environmental costfunction (3) is minimized 

J(c(X11,1 )) • min 

suhject to the fota/ cost constraint 

N 

Cr= I;c;:::: CMAX 
i=l 

(7a) 

(7b) 

Since the decision variables xii in (DP) can take only binary {O, I} values, 

the problem is ofbinary type. Severa] numerical algorithms have been developed for 
solving (DP) problem and tested on the real-data case. These implementations are: 

a) the heuristic algorithm (Holnicki and Kaluszko, 2004), computationally 
efficient, but with relatively low accuracy of the optima] solution, 

b) an algorithm based on the evolutionary methods (genetic algorithm) 
(Stanczak et al, 2006), which is accurate, but very time-consuming, 

c) an algorithm based on the continuous approximation of the original, inte
ger type problem (DP). The algorithm - due to the respective definition of 
the set of admissible solutions - generates solutions of integer-type, which 
exactly correspond to the genetic algorithm results (Holnicki, 2005). 
Comparing with the previous two methods, this implementation is fast 
and computationally effective. 
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The last method gives the best sol uti on, from the point of view of the objec
tive function reduction. For this reason it was used for evaluation of the other meth
ods accuracy. The next paragraph presents computational results obtained for the 
real-data case study, performed for the selected set of power plants. 

2.2. A case study of application 

Optimization methods were tested on the real data in the industrial region of 
Upper Silesia in Poland. The area is characterized by a high concentration of heavy 
industry and energy sector, controlled installations. The domain, with 20 major 
power plants considered as the controlled sources. Figure I (a) shows the map of 
S02 initial concentration in the area with the marked location of major power 

plants. 

As the emission reduction methods, 8 desulphurization technologies are taken 
into account (5 basie and 3 combined technologies). The technologies and the re
spective emission reduction efficiencies are: 

-- "do nothing" technology (e=0), 

-- low-sulfur fuel (e:0 .3) , 

-- dry desulphurization method (e=0.35) , 

-- low-sui fur fuel + dry de desulphurization method ( e:0.545), 

-- half-dry desulphurization method (e:0.75), 

-- low-sui fur fuel + half-dry desulphurization n method ( e:0.825) , 

-- MOWAP method (e:0.85), 

-- low-sulfur fuel + MOWAP method (e:0.895) . 

The annual unit concentration maps for the controlled sources (the transfer 
matrices Ai (x, y); i= I, . . . ,N) are preprocessed off-line by the regional scale fore-

casting model, discussed in Section I. Then, these matrices are used in the optimiza
tion algorithm, to calculate the overall concentration map according to formula (4). 

Application of the optimization algorithm to minimization of the environ
mental cost for a given cost constraint generates the optima) solution as assignment 
of the selected abatement technologies to each emission source. Table I presents an 
example of integer-type, optima! solution, obtained by evolutionary method for the 
total cost constraint, C = 150 mil. PLN/y. The selected -- for a given power plant -
abatement technology is indicated by "I" in the respective column. 
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Table 1. The optimal solution obtained for the cost constraint 150 ml PLN/year. 

initial abatement cost = 150.00 ml PLN/year 
finał sourc abatement technology em1s-

emission e sion 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 303.20 o o o o o o 1 o 45.48 
2 225.30 1 o o o o o o o 225.30 
3 104.00 o o o l o o o o 47.32 
4 91.80 o o o 1 o o o o 41.77 
5 90.10 o o o o o 1 o o 15 .77 
6 78.00 o 1 o o o o o o 54.60 
7 65.00 o l o o o o o o 45 .50 
8 52.00 1 o o o o o o o 52.00 

9 52.00 o 1 o o o o o o 36.40 
IO 45.10 o l o o o o o o 31.57 
11 34.70 o o o o o o 1 o 5.21 
12 33.80 o o o o o o o l 3.55 
13 29.90 o o o o o o 1 o 4.49 
14 25 . 10 o o o o o o 1 o 3.77 
15 26.00 o o o I o o o o 11.83 
16 18.70 o o o l o o o o 8.51 
17 16.90 o 1 o o o o o o 11 .83 
18 15.10 o o o 1 o o o o 6.87 
19 12.30 l o o o o o o o 12.30 
20 11 .60 o o o 1 o o o o 5.28 

The annual unit concentration maps for the controlled sources (the transfer 
matricesAi(x, y ); i= l , ... ,N) are preprocessed off-line by the regional scale fore-

casting model , discussed in Section I. Then, these matrices are used in the optimiza
tion algorithm, to calculate the overall concentration map according to formula (4). 

Application of the optimization algorithm to minimization of the environ
mental cost for a given cost constraint generates the optima] solution as assignment 
of the selected abatement technologies to each emission source. Table I presents an 
example of integer-type, optima] solution, obtained by evolutionary method for the 
total cost constraint, C = 150 mil. PLN/y. The selected - for a given power plant -
abatement technology is indicated by " I" in the respective column. 

Repeating the optimization algorithm for selected levels of cost constraints, 
one can obtain the respective set of the optima] solutions. Calculations were per
formed for the cost constraints 100 ml PLN/y, 150 ml PLN/y and 250 ml PLN/y, 
respectively. The higher funds available, the more effective technologies can be 
applied and the better environmental quality improvement is be obtained. The solu-
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tions are also retlected in the finał pollution concentration maps. Figure I presents 
the respective SO2 concentration maps, obtained for the above cost limits. 

a) 

Long-term SO2 concenliation forecast Layer I 

lnitial dale 01/01/1999 Time horizon I year 

c) 

Long-term SO2 concenlralion forecasŁ Layts" l 

lnitial dale 01/01/1999 Time horizon l year 

b) 

Long-term S01 cnncenllation forecast 

lnitial dale 01/01/1999 

d) 

Long-term SO2 concenlration forecal'l 

lnitial dale 01/01/1999 

Layer I 

Time horizon 1 year 

Layer 1 

Time horizon I year 

Jl.)J 

10 

lł 

Figure 1. Maps of S02 concentration, depending on the total cost of emission re
duction: a) initial; b) cost constraint I 00 mil. PLN/y; c) cost constraint 
150 mil. PLN/y; d) cost constraint 200 mil. PLN/y 
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3. The real-time emission control 

3.1. Statement of the problem 

The generał idea of control consists in minimizing a predefined environ
mental cost function, according to the changing meteorological conditions, by redis
tribution of energy production ( emission intensity) within the set of the selected 
emission sources (controlled sources). Certain economic and technological con
strains are also taken into account. 

To formally state the optima] control problem, we below define the basie 
conditions. Assume that in a given domain Q there are N controlled emission 

sources described by certa in spatial and tempora] characteristics - X; (x, y) and 

ą;(t), respectively. There is also a set of uncontrolled emission sources Q that 

form the background pollution field. 

State equation. We consider a concentration of the polluting factor 
c(x, y, t), which satisfies the following transport equation 

ac _ N 
-+v'vc-K1iL.1c+yc=Q+ L qi m Qx(O,T) (8) 
at i= I 

with the boundary and initial conditions (la-b). Emission characteristics of the con
trolled sources are represented by the product 

q;(x,y,t)= Xi(x,y)F/ui(t)) for i= l, ... ,N, (8a) 

where F;(u;(t)) is the tempora] characteristics of emission intensity. Vector func

tion ii = [u1, . • • , u N] denotes here the control and represents production level ( e.g. 

energy production of the power plant). Functions F;, (i = I, ... , N) re late energy 

production level of the respective plant, to the emission intensity, which is the right 
side of the state equation. 

Cost functional to be minimized consists of two components: environmental 
cost function (air quality damage) and cost of the control. lt is defined as follows 

T 

J(ii)=~ J J w[max(O, c(ii)-c
0

d )]dQdt + 
2 

Ofl 

T N 
a2 JL * +- /J·(ll•(f)-ll·) 2 I I I 

O i=I 

(9) 
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Here the coefficients a1 , a1 , /Ji, (i= I, ... , N) are given constants, where a 1 ?. O, 

a 1 ?. O, /Ji > O . The area sensitivity function in (9) satisfies the inequality 

* O$ w(x,y) $ I and Cad is an admissible concentration, ui, (i= l, ... ,N) - the 

nominał production of the sources. 

Constraints imposed on the production level of the controlled em1ss10n 
sources represent some technological and economic requirements, and are as fol
lows: 

':!_j5:u/t)5:ui for i=l, ... ,N, 

N 
L Óill/t)?. d . 

i= I 

(IOa) 

(!Ob) 

lnequalities ( I Oa) define the lower and upper technological limits on the real 
production level of the plant under consideration. Condition ( I Ob) represent con
straints of total energy demand, which is imposed on the j-th subset of plants, with 

some coefficients t5iJ . 

We denote by Uatl c H \o, T; RN) the set of admissible contro Is defined 

by (IO). lt is known (Lions, 197 I) that the state equation (8) has a unique solution 

c = c(i"i) determined for a given 11 E H 1 (O, T; RN) and for fixed, constant parame

ters K1i and y, where K1i >O. 

Optima! control problem (P). Find the element ii 0 (t) which minimizes the 

cost functional (9) over the set of admissible controls 

J(iio)= inf J(c(11)) 
u EU ad 

where c (11) sati:;jies the state equation (8). 

lt can be shown (Lions, 197 I; Martchuk, 1995), that the solution of (P) can 
be characterized by the system of the optimality conditions, including the state equa
tion (8) and the adjoint equation (Holnicki, 2004; Lions, 1971 ). These conditions, 

including the adjoint variable -- p0
, can be utilized as a base for construction of a 

gradient optimization algorithm, which contains the following steps: i) solve the 

state equation (8), ii) solve the respective adjoint equation, to determine po, 
iii) calcu late components of the gradient vector - J'(11), according to the left side of 

(13) . The gradient of the objective functional, in this case has, a form (Lions, 1971) 
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T T 
J'(u)=a1 ff x;F'(uf)p0 dildt + aif /J;(uf-u~)dt for (i=l, .. . ,N). (Il) 

on o 

According to the main optima} control problem (P) defined before, the fol-
lowing calculations are performed in the consecutive iteration of the algorithm: 

• Solving of the state equation in the interval (O, T), 

• Calculation of the objective function J(u), 

• Solving of the adjoined equation for the reversed time, 

• Calculation of the components of the gradient J'(ii), 

• Calculation of the optimization direction 

• Performing of the optimization step. 

The next paragraph presents an example of the real-data application of the 
above techniques. 

3.2. Case study analysis 

The generał approach presented in Section 3.1 has been implemented and 
tested on a real data case. The test calculations have been performed for the selected 
region of Upper Silesia (Poland) and the set of the major power plants, considered as 
the controlled emission sources. 

23.~ 1,3 
il- ~CS 'f 12.13 

ł 0 26,27 .5 ' 8-lll • *n • 14.ló ,I'· 

• 1 
I~ ~ { 

18 trak~ 
nt'i 
\ .' 

\ • ~ / 11 
' 22 r 

i O 2 10 łO l r Bielsko 
i • ® 4 km 

Figure 2. Computational dom a in and location of the controlled emission sources. 

Figure 2 presents the computational domain and the location of emission sources. 
We assume for simplicity that function that relates emission to production level is 
identity, i.e. F;(u;) = u; for i= I, ... ,N. 
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The computational domain 11 0x74 knl shown in Figure 2 was discretized 
with the homogeneous grid (discretization step, h = 2 km). The computations were 
performed for the set of 27 the dominating power plants located in the industrial 
region of Upper Silesia. Computational results shown below represent the real-time 
emission control for one 12-h time interval and for a selected meteorological sce
nario. The nominał emissions of the controlled sources refer to the winter season 
values, as presented in Table 2. 

The area weight function w(x, y), which spatially characterizes sensitivity of 

the area to sulfur-type air pollution in the objective function (9), detines surround
ings of Krakow as the protected area and is as follows: 

{ 
I for (x, v) within Krakow area, 

w(x y)= · 
' O for (x,y) outside this domain . 

( 12) 

Numerical algorithm used for analysis of the state and adjoint equations 
(Holnicki, 2004) is based on the regional scale forecasting model URFOR3 (Hol
nicki et al, 1993 ). The finite dimensional approximation scheme of the transport 
equation is based on a combination of the method of characteristics and the finite 
element spatial approximation (Holnicki et al, 1993). As discussed in (Holnicki, 
1995), the algorithm is computationally efficient and it guarantees good shape
preserving properties and gives the respective accuracy of the tinite solution. 

Numerical implementation of the optimization algorithm is based on the 
method of linearization by Pshenitchny ( 1971 ), where the gradient of the objective 
function as well as the constraints are utilized. Results of test computations related 
to this approach can also be found in (Holnicki, 2004). 

The test calculations were performed for selected 12-h time intervals of the 
Winter season emission level of the controlled sources, listed in Table 2. The finał 
results presented in the sequel refer to the selected meteorological episode: the mod
erate N-W wind and the neutral atmospheric stability conditions. Perfonnance of the 
algorithm strongly depends on the initial emissions of the sources and the meteoro
logical forecast. For the scenario considered, computation process of the optima! 
control procedure completes in 4 iterations, while the computing time does not ex
ceed I min. The quantitative optimization results are shown in Table 2 (the last 
column). 

The quantitative results of the optima! control, related to modifications in the 
emission sources, are presented in Table 2 in a form of relative changes of the initial 
emission intensity in the controlled sources. As the result of the optimization proce
dure -- the sources No. 9, 10, 13, 20, 21 have the emissions reduced, while 11, 14, 
19, 22 - the emission respectively increased, to satisfy the energy demand constraint 
( I 0-b ). The corresponding results are presented in a graphical form in Figures 3 - 4, 
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where the respective maps of distributions of the state variable - c0 
( or SO2 con

centration) and the adjoint variable - p 0 are shown. 

Table 2. Emission parameters of the controlled sources. Optimization results . 

No source name source stack emission control 
coord . [ml [kg/hl action 

I Bielsko Biała (14,2) 160 426.91 1.00 
2 Będzin A ( 18,31) 95 94.89 1.00 

3 Będzin B ( 18,31) 135 132.82 1.00 

4 Bielsko-Kom. (15, I) 250 426.9 1.00 

5 Chorzów ( 12,27) 100 363.66 1.00 

6 Halemba (8,25) 110 569.24 1.00 

7 Jaworzno I (20,23) 152 284.61 1.00 

8. Jaworzno li A (21,24) 100 573.60 1.00 

9 JaworznollB (21,24) 120 664.08 0.80 

10 Jaworzno 111 ( 15, I) 300 6324.60 0.80 

11 Katowice ( 18,31) 95 1106.81 1.1 O 

12 Łagisza A (18,31) 160 948.69 1.00 

13 Łagisza B ( 18,31) 200 1359.79 0.90 
14 Łaziska 1 (8,20) 200 1660.21 1.1 O 

15 Łaziska li (8 ,20) 160 758 .95 1.00 

16 Łaziska III (8 ,20) 100 727 .95 1.00 
17 Łęg (46,12) 260 1106.81 1.1 O 

18 Miechowice ( 14, 17) 68 161.28 1.00 

19 Rybnik (1 ,20) 300 4711.83 1.25 

20 Siersza A (30,231) 150 1929.00 0.80 

21 Siersza B (30,23) 260 2055.49 0.80 

22 Skawina (43, 11) 120 1992.25 I. I O 

23 Szombierki A (9,31) 110 164.44 1.00 

24 Szombierki B (9,31) 120 170.76 1.00 

25 Tychy (13, 19) 120 110.68 1.00 

26 Zabrze A (2,29) 60 205.55 1.00 

27 Zabrze B (2,29) 120 221.36 1.00 

Figure 3 indicates the differences in the distribution of SO2 concentration for 

the reference emission field (according to Table 2) and for the emission control 
strategy suggested by the optimization procedure (the last column of Table 2). 
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Figure 3. Maps of S02 concentration: initial (a), and -- for the optima) emission 

control (b). 

Some differences in concentration field can be observed within the high sensitivity 
area, according to the definition of the area sensitivity function (12) and the Fig. 1. 
The respective reduction of the objective functional is 0.85 for the considered sce
nario (see Fig. 3). 

The correlation between the distribution of the adjoint variable and the loca
tion of the dominating controlled sources are shown in Figure 4. The area of high 
values of the adjoint variable (Fig. 4a) coincides with locations of the sources, which 
significantly contribute to the overall environmental cost function ( compare Ta
ble 2), for the current meteorological conditions (e.g. wind direction). 
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Figure 4. Distribution of the adjoint variable (a) and modifications of the controlled 
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These sources have the emissions respectively reduced, as the result of the 
optimization algorithm (compare Table 2). The related changes of the emission 
intensities are shown in Fig. 4b. On the other hand, to satisfy the energy demand 
constraints (IO) - the production level (and emission) in some sources must be risen. 
These are the sources located outside the area of high influence, which do not con
tribute to the quality functional for this particular meteorological situation. 

The obtained results confirm the possibility of the effective utilizing of air 
pollution transport models and the discussed above technique in the real-time emis
sion control. The accuracy and performance of the computer implementation of the 
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model is satisfactory from the point of view of the possible future applications of 
this approach. 

The applications of the technique discussed in the paper concentrate on the 
problem of the real-time emission control. Presented results show, that some ele
ments of the technique can also be utilized in long-term analysis of regional scale 
sustainable development. The remark refers to the adjoined variable, which indicates 
the area which is the most influencing from environmental perspective. Thus, in 
long-term analysis, distribution of this variable can also be an important factor in 
supporting decisions of the planned energy sector investments and their location 
within the region. 
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